Tips for using ZR IDE Jeopardy













Five teams works best since there are twenty-five questions. (If there are four teams,
one question will remain unanswered so that each team gets an equal number of
attempts.)
Each team takes a turn.
Each team has five seconds to select a category and 30 seconds to answer the
question.
o If team gets the answer correct, it is awarded the dollar amount of the question.
o If team gets the answer wrong, it loses the dollar amount.
o Teams have the alternative to pass without any penalty.
If team gets the answer wrong or pass, the question rolls to the next team. Teams
each have 30 seconds to answer and pass. The answer is not provided until all five
teams have had a chance to answer.
After the question is answered, the next team after the team who chose the question
category goes next. This allows all teams to get to choose the next category and be the
first to try to answer an equal number of times. For example, Team 2 chooses a question
but Team 4 answered it correctly. The next team to choose a question category would
be Team 3.
On the main Jeopardy board, click on the dollar amount for the question category.
This will take you directly to the question. If you click anywhere on the board, it will
provide the answer. Once the question is answered, click on the “host” in the bottom
left corner to get back to the main Jeopardy board.
To get to the Final Jeopardy question, click on the link on the bottom right of the main
board.
o Before you show the question, give teams the category—the ISS—and then
have each team provide a dollar amount that they are willing to wager.
 Teams at zero or in the negative cannot wager any money, but still let
them guess the answer.
 Give teams one minute to decide how much they want to bet, write it on
a piece of paper with their team name/number, fold it, and then hand it
in to you.
o Show the question. Teams have one minute to write the answer on a piece of
paper, fold it, and then hand it in to you.
o Teams that answer correctly are awarded the money they wagered. If
incorrect, they lose the same amount.

